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Runaway particles can be produced in plasmas with large electric fields. Here, we address the

possibility that such runaway ions and electrons excite Alfv�enic instabilities. The magnetic perturbation

induced by these modes can enhance the loss of runaways. This may have important implications for

the runaway electron beam formation in tokamak disruptions. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4894098]

Runaway electron (RE) generation in the presence of

electric fields is common in both laboratory and space plas-

mas.1 This can occur because the friction force experienced

by an electron due to Coulomb collisions is a non-monotonic

function, having a maximum at the thermal speed and

decreasing at higher speeds. For sufficiently fast electrons,

an accelerating electric force can overcome this friction and

the electrons can then run away. In laboratory plasmas,

much attention has been given to the highly relativistic RE

beams that can be generated in tokamak disruptions. Such

REs may damage plasma facing components due to their

highly localized energy deposition. The potential for detri-

mental effects increases with plasma current. Therefore,

understanding the processes that may eliminate RE beam for-

mation is very important for future reactor-scale tokamaks

with high currents, such as ITER.2 In several tokamak experi-

ments, it has been observed that RE generation only occurs

above a threshold toroidal magnetic field.3,4 While the origin

of this threshold is uncertain, it has been linked to decreased

relative magnetic fluctuation levels.4,5 Recent work at the

TEXTOR tokamak6 has shown the presence of magnetic fluc-

tuations in the frequency range f ’ 60–260 kHz, during dis-

ruptions deliberately triggered by the injection of argon. The

presence of these fluctuations appears to be instrumental in

limiting the RE beam formation in these cases. The aim of

this work is to investigate low frequency Alfv�enic instabilities

driven by suprathermal ions and electrons in suddenly cooling

impure plasmas and their possible connection with the mag-

netic fluctuations observed in tokamak disruptions.

There are many observations that Alfv�en waves can be

driven unstable via particle resonance both in natural and

laboratory plasmas.7–9 At low frequency, the free energy

originates from an inverted energy distribution or spatial

inhomogeneity. The resonance condition requires that par-

ticles achieve a significant, well defined fraction of the

Alfv�en velocity vA ¼ B=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0qm
p

, where qm is the mass den-

sity. As we will show here, this becomes increasingly diffi-

cult as the magnetic field B increases, and could provide a

possible explanation for the experimentally observed thresh-

old in the magnetic perturbation level described in Refs. 4–6.

Runaway ions are expected to have inverted energy distribu-

tions, which will drive Alfv�enic instabilities if they attain

sufficient velocity to fulfill the resonance condition. Whilst

runaway electron energy distributions are not inverted,10

Alfv�enic instabilities can also be driven by resonant interac-

tion with fast electrons with steep density profiles. Whichever

the drive, the appearance of such instabilities in tokamak dis-

ruptions can have important consequences. The magnetic per-

turbations associated with the wave can scatter the runaway

electrons and terminate the beam,11 providing a passive miti-

gation of the detrimental effects of the RE beams. Alfv�enic

instabilities can also be used as a diagnostic for the plasma,

through the technique of MHD spectroscopy.12

In tokamaks, one of the most important Alfv�enic insta-

bilities is the Toroidal Alfv�en Eigenmode (TAE).13 TAEs

are discrete modes residing in toroidicity induced gaps in the

shear Alfv�en continuum and are therefore usually only

weakly damped, as they are not subject to continuum damp-

ing. Interestingly, TAEs can have frequencies and mode

numbers in the same range as the experimental observations

in Ref. 6. TAE modes have been shown to be driven unstable

by a wide variety of energetic ion populations, including fast

ions produced by neutral beam injection or ion cyclotron res-

onance heating and alpha-particles produced in DT fusion

reactions.7 Here, we determine the distribution function of

high energy ions in impure, cold plasmas, with large electric

fields, characteristic of disruptions. We then consider the

conditions under which the runaway ions and electrons can

produce TAE growth and discuss the connection with the ex-

perimental observations.

Runaway acceleration of ions in the presence of an elec-

tric field has been considered during magnetic reconnection

events in tokamaks,14 solar flares,15 and lightning dis-

charges.16 To allow ion runaway, the frictional drag due to

the drifting electrons should not cancel the electric force.

This is the case in the presence of magnetic trapping or

impurities with a different charges to that of the ions.17 Bulk

ions interacting via Coulomb collisions in a plasma experi-

ence a non-monotonic friction force. Drag against ions domi-

nates at low energy, decreases with velocity to a minimum at

vm and increases at energies exceeding this as drag against

electrons takes over. If the ion speed is much lower than the

thermal electron speed, v � vTe, in a straight magnetic field

the condition for ions (i) to be accelerated when moving in

a Maxwellian distribution of field particles (j) is16 E=ED

> ½
P

jðnjZiZ
2
j TeÞ=ðneTjÞð1 þ mj=miÞGðv=vTjÞ�=j1 � Zi=Zeff j:
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Throughout ms, Ts, ns, and Zse denote, respectively, the

mass, temperature, number density and charge of particles of

species s; vTe ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Te=me

p
; ED ¼ ðnee3lnKÞ=ð4p�2

0TeÞ is

the Dreicer field, lnK is the Coulomb logarithm, Zeff ¼
n�1

e

P
j njZ

2
j is the effective charge (where the summation is

over all ion species), and G(x) is the Chandrasekhar function.

Neutrals are not expected to penetrate the runaway electron

beam,10 so in this work friction due to collisions with neutral

particles will be neglected. The minimum acceleration field

E/ED is shown as a function of normalized ion speed in

Fig. 1, for deuterium ions in scenarios similar to that

described in Ref. 6, where a disruption was triggered by the

injection of argon particles. The post disruption temperature

is typically in the range of only a few electron volts, although

often poorly diagnosed. Whilst the species may be expected

to equilibrate under such conditions, we have retained

Ti 6¼ Te throughout the analysis, then for numerical evalua-

tions taken a characteristic value of 10 eV for all species. At

these low temperatures, the impurities are not fully ionized,

and the charge states vary rapidly with time and space.

During the disruption itself, the impurities mix into the core

and reach high charge states during the cooling phase. They

recombine during the current quench but with a possible

slight time delay. Here, the heavy argon impurities are taken

to have charge ZAr¼ 2 or ZAr¼ 3, and a typical background

carbon impurity with the same charge was also assumed.

There is a clear minimum in the collisional friction on the

deuterium ions at around 10% of the electron thermal speed,

which is robust to the variation in impurity content. If the

electric field is large enough, deuterium ions from the tail of

the thermal ion distribution will be accelerated. The instabil-

ity growth rate will depend on the details of the resulting fast

ion distribution, which can be found by solving the kinetic

equation for high energy ions.

To allow the study of time-dependent situations, such as

a disruptive instability where a steady state is not likely to be

established, the kinetic equation must be solved as an initial-

value problem. Such a solution was outlined in Ref. 14 in the

limit of trace impurities. Here, we generalise this calculation

for arbitrary impurity content. Assuming the friction is

dominated by Coulomb collisions, the kinetic equation for

the ion distribution function f can be written as @f=@tþ
vkrkf þ vd � rf þ ðZieE�=miÞðvk=vÞð@f=@vÞ ¼ Cðf Þ; where

the subscript k is taken with respect to the background mag-

netic field and vd is the magnetic drift due to the field inho-

mogeneity. When calculating the electron friction force, the

distortion of the electron distribution function due to its drift

in the imposed electric field has to be taken into account.

The drag force on drifting electrons is proportional to the

electric field and can be combined with the electric force to

give an “effective” electric force eE� ¼ eEk þ Riek=niZi. At

the low temperatures of interest, we neglect trapping effects

and it can be shown by invoking momentum conservation

that eEk ¼ �ZeffRiek=ðniZ
2
i Þ, so that E� ¼ Ekð1� Zi=ZeffÞ.

Note that in a pure plasma, when Zi¼Zeff, the effective field

is zero and the test ion will always slow down. The operator

C(f) represents collisions between the fast ions and thermal

background Maxwellian ions and electrons

C fð Þ¼Zeffv3
c

2v3ss

@

@n
1�n2
� �@f

@n

þ 1

v2ss

@

@v
�nv3

cþv3
� �

f þ �nv3
cþ

Te

Ti
v3

� �
Ti

miv
@f

@v

� �
: (1)

Here n¼ vk/v is the pitch, the critical velocity for ion slowing on

electrons is vc ¼ ð3
ffiffiffi
p
p

me=4miÞ1=3vTe, the characteristic time

for fast ion slowing on electrons ss is written in terms of the ion

self-collision time sii ¼ 3ð2pÞ3=2�2
0

ffiffiffiffiffi
mi
p

T
3=2
i =niZ

4
i e4lnK,

ss ¼
mi

me

� �1=2 Te

Ti

� �3=2 niZ
2
i

ne
sii; �n ¼

X
j

njZ
2
j mi

nemj
;

where the summation is over all ion species. In the trace im-

purity limit �n ¼ Zi. For the cold plasmas of interest here

Zzmi/mz< 1, so �n is less than one if the main ions are hydro-

genic. For illustration, we note that minimising the dynamic

friction,14 which is approximately proportional to �nv3
c=v

2

þ v gives vm ¼ ð2�nÞ1=3vc, with corresponding kinetic energy

Em ¼ miv2
m=2 ¼ ð9pmi=4meÞ1=3�n2=3Te: For deuterium ions

Em ’ 30�n2=3Te and thus they can be accelerated to high ener-

gies unless �n is very low.

In the limit of d¼E*Ti/ZiEDTe � 1, the solution of the

kinetic equation can be obtained by an asymptotic expansion

F ¼ lnf ¼ d�1Fð0Þ þ d�1=2Fð1Þ þ � � �. Rescaling the inde-

pendent variables by writing s ¼ 3d3=2ðp=2Þ1=2ðne=niZ
2
i siiÞt

and w ¼ vðdmi=TiÞ1=2
, the runaway ion distribution function

may be given approximately as

fRI w; n; sð Þ / exp

"
�w2

2d
þ w4 � w3 � 3�nsð Þ4=3

H w3 � 3�nsð Þ
4d�n

þ 2w2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 1þ nð Þ

dZeff

s #
; (2)

where H denotes the Heaviside step function. Note that we

must restrict to d � 1, therefore the high energy tail of the

distribution fRI peaks around n¼ 1. The solution is valid for

small w or short times s� 1, but only holds for w� 1 when

FIG. 1. Minimum accelerating field E/ED as a function of the normalized

deuterium ion speed for varying impurity content. Solid: nAr¼ 0.1nD,

nC¼ 0.02nD, ZAr¼ZC¼ 2, Zeff¼ 1.2. Dashed: nAr¼ 0.1nD, nC¼ 0.08nD,

ZAr¼ZC¼ 3, Zeff¼ 1.7. Dotted nAr¼ 0.5nD, nC¼ 0.08nD, ZAr¼ZC¼ 3,

Zeff¼ 2.3.
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s� 1. The distribution fRI reduces to a Maxwellian for s! 0. It

must be normalized so that ni ¼ NðsÞ
Ð

fRId
3v, where the

time-dependent coefficient N(s) should reduce to the

Maxwellian value as s! 0; Nðs ¼ 0Þ ¼ N0 ¼ ni=ð
ffiffiffi
p
p

vTiÞ3.

By s	 1, the runaway population reaches only a few percent

for d� 1, so the time dependence of the normalization con-

stant can be neglected and we take N(s)’ N0.

Figure 2 shows the effect of �n on the evolution of the

leading order piece of the runaway ion distribution (the first

two terms in Eq. (2)). In the trace impurity case, the run-

away piece of the distribution is well separated from the

bulk by the time it reaches significant density. The charac-

teristic velocity vm is much lower at high impurity density

and the large electron density decreases the normalized

timescale on which the distribution is set up. For typical ex-

perimental parameters ss is a fraction of a millisecond, so

the time to establish the runaway distribution is very short.

If, as the runaway ion population builds up, Alfv�enic insta-

bilities are excited the analysis leading to the expression fRI

will start to break down. Therefore, we consider only the

initial phase of the wave-particle interaction and potential

instability drive.

The TAE perturbation is typically dominated by two

neighbouring toroidally coupled harmonics at large aspect

ratio, with poloidal mode numbers m and mþ 1.13 The

mode is localized about the minor radius r¼ r0, at which

the magnetic safety factor q0¼ (2mþ 1)/2n and has a fre-

quency x¼ vA/(2q0R0), where R0 is the radius of the mag-

netic axis. The normalized contribution to the linear growth

rate of a TAE from a low collisionality population with dis-

tribution f is18,19

cs

x
¼ 2p2l0m2

s q3
0R0

B2
0

ð1
0

dv?v?
X

vr¼vA;vA=3

vr

vA


 v2
r þ

v2
?
2

� �2

x
@

@E �
n

qs

@

@w

� �
f jjvkj¼vr

; (3)

where E ¼ msv2=2; w is the poloidal flux and at large aspect

ratio, dw ’ RBhdr. The two component harmonics allow res-

onant interaction for jvkj ’ vA=3 or jvkj ’ vA, so both run-

away ions and electrons, which have opposite velocities,

may drive the mode. For brevity, and motivated by the obser-

vations of Ref. 6, we specifically consider stability condi-

tions for the case where both n and x are positive, but note

that alternative combinations can be of interest.20

As the runaway ions accelerate, the inverted region of

their energy distribution will reach the lower Alfv�en reso-

nance and drive the TAE via the @f=@E term. In addition, if

the radial runaway ion profile peaks on axis, the term propor-

tional to @f/@w will give a positive contribution to the growth

rate. For nAr¼0:1nD¼2
1018m�3; nC¼0:08nD;B¼2T,

and Ti¼10eV, the condition vk¼vA/3 requires ions with

velocities vRI ’ 40vTi. For typical low m	1, q0¼1.5, and

R0¼1.75m, ions with these velocities (or above) would drive

a TAE with frequency 112kHz, which is in the frequency

range of the observations reported in Ref. 6. Note that a

higher amount of assimilated argon or a lower magnetic field

would lead to a lower Alfv�en velocity and TAE frequency,

and in that case the resonance condition with runaway ions

would be more readily met. Figure 3 shows the normalized

deuterium speed that is required to fulfill the resonance

vk¼vA/3 for various temperatures.

At low temperatures, the analytical form of the distribu-

tion given in Eq. (2) breaks down before the ions accelerate

sufficiently and the growth rate must be calculated using a

numerical solution of the ion kinetic equation. However, we

give an illustrative analytical calculation of the runaway

drive for Te¼ 500 eV, with d¼ 0.1, ZAr¼ 2, and ZC¼ 6. The

electric field builds up as the plasma temperature is quenched

in the disruption, and so it is also possible that such a reso-

nant interaction can begin during the cooling process. The

gradient with respect to energy is related to that with respect

to w as @fRI=@E ¼ ð2d=miv2
TiwÞð@fRI=@wÞ. Restricting the

runaway density to a few percent allows gradients arising

FIG. 2. The leading part of the runaway ion distribution (the first two terms

in Eq. (2)) as a function of the deuterium speed normalized to the thermal

speed for �n ¼ 1 (a) and �n ¼ 0:5 (b), where d¼ 0.1.

FIG. 3. Normalized deuterium ion speed satisfying the vk¼ vA/3 resonance as

a function of the assimilated argon content for B¼ 2 T, nD¼ 2
 1019m�3,

and nC¼ 0.08nD.
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from the normalization constant to be neglected, and taking

n� 1 at the resonance, only the term in v5
r contributes in

Eq. (3). At s¼ 2.27, the runaway density is 1.2% of the ini-

tial bulk ion density and the normalized drive at the vA/3 res-

onance is 1.5%. Note that although fast ions resulting from

fusion reactions or auxiliary heating often excite high-

frequency instabilities (magnetosonic or ion cyclotron

waves), ion runaways are not likely to reach high enough

velocities to become resonant with higher frequencies and

excite such waves.

Finally, we consider the runaway electron population.

Anisotropy in pitch-angle is known to drive instability,21

but this will not be effective for the low frequency modes

of interest here. From Eq. (3) however, we see that TAE

modes can also be driven by resonant interaction with fast

electrons with steep density profiles. Such profiles may

arise at radially localized current sheets, which are often

formed due to a thermal instability resulting from a balance

between heat-diffusion, radiation, and Ohmic heating.22

The characteristic radial scale of the current sheets accord-

ing to the numerical simulations in Ref. 23 are in the sub-

centimeter range. In hot plasmas, typically vA< vTe and the

bulk electrons produce damping. However, in cold plasmas

the condition vA> vTe becomes relevant. Then, we may

expect energy transfer to the mode from the well populated

lower energy part of the runaway electron distribution.

We speculate that kinetic corrections to the TAE mode

structure24,25 may allow interaction to occur with the elec-

tron population over a range of energies in this region. This

would give rise to a distribution in the observed magnetic

fluctuation frequencies and so may be of relevance in

understanding the similar observations in TEXTOR.6 Such

an interaction may be expected to be of less relevance in

the case of runaway ion drive, due to the very localised

bump-on-tail form of their distribution.

The higher the magnetic field, the higher the Alfv�en ve-

locity, so fewer REs will be able to fulfill the resonance.

This reduces the growth rate and may be the explanation for

the disappearance of the fluctuations at high magnetic fields.

Note that the situation is complicated by the fact that the

Alfv�en velocity is heavily influenced by the impurity con-

tent. Experimental observations at JET show that traces of

runaways can be found for argon massive gas injection even

at magnetic fields down to 1.2 T,2 whilst for neon injection

much weaker runaway signatures are observed. This may

indicate that the Alfv�en speed remains near the electron ther-

mal speed in the presence of the heavier impurity, preventing

resonance, and allowing the runaway beam to form.

If the electron runaway generation is dominated by pri-

mary generation, the suprathermal part of the electron distri-

bution can be approximated by f RE
e ðwek;we?Þ ’ CeðlnwkeÞ�1

exp f�w2
?=½2ð1þ ZeffÞlnwke�g, in the nonrelativistic limit.26

Here, w¼ v(2E)1=2/vTe, E ¼ jEkj=ED, the normalization con-

stant is determined by nre ¼
Ð

f RE
e d3v to be Ce ¼ nreE=

ðpve;maxv2
Teð1þ ZeffÞÞ; nre is the runaway electron density

and ve,max is the time-dependent maximum parallel velocity

of the runaway electrons (which will be close to the speed of

light). Taking only the vr¼ vA resonance, the TAE growth

rate due to the spatial inhomogeneity can be rewritten as

ce

x
¼ vA

jxcej
2p2nq4

0

�0

me

mi

vAv2
Te

n0

ð
dx?x? 1þ x2

?
2

v2
Te

v2
A

 !2
@fe

@r
jvk¼vA

;

(4)

where xce is the electron cyclotron frequency, �0¼ r0/R0, x is

the velocity normalized to vTe, and n0¼qm/mi. This may be

evaluated approximately using f RE
e , by assuming that the

spatial variation of the runaway distribution dominates any

variation in the background plasma, which gives, with

wkA ¼ vAð2EÞ1=2=vTe,

ce

x
%½ � ¼ vA

jxcej
pnq4

0

�0�ve;max

me

mi

�
1þ v2

Te

v2
A

1þ Zeffð ÞlnwkA
E

þ v4
Te

2v4
A

1þ Zeffð Þ2 lnwkA
� �2

E2

�
nre;17

n0;19

1

Lp
n
; (5)

where n0,19 and nre,17 are the bulk and fast electron densities

expressed in units of 1019 m�3 and 1017 m�3, respectively,

�ve;max ¼ ve;max=vA and 1=Lp
n ¼ ½@rnre=nre � @r�ve;max=�ve;max�.

The radial derivative of the maximum velocity is expected to

have opposite sign to the radial variation of the runaway den-

sity, so enhances the instability growth rate in the case of

destabilization. In the event of thermal instability, when

radially localized current sheets are formed, the runaway

electron density gradient is very steep and the term corre-

sponding to the variation of the maximum energy is negligi-

ble in comparison. If secondary generation dominates, the

distribution function from Ref. 21 can be used and the

growth rate becomes

ce

x
%½ � ¼ vA

jxcej
pnq4

0vA

�0czc

me

mi
e
� vA

ccZ 1þ 2c

avA
þ 2c2

a2v2
A

 !
nre;17

n0;19

1

Ls
n

;

(6)

where a¼ðÊ�1Þ=ð1þZeffÞ;Ê¼Emec2=Te;cz¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ðZeffþ5Þ=

p
plnK and 1=Ls

n¼@rnre=nre. The growth rate is expected to be

significant at radial locations with large safety factors q0 and

short spatial gradient scale lengths.

Any drive will be countered by various damping mecha-

nisms. The remaining bulk ions and electrons will be colli-

sional at the low temperatures considered, so their

contribution to the damping cannot be evaluated from Eq.

(3) and would have to be determined by a collisional treat-

ment of the bulk species. In the case of runaway electron

driven TAE, the energy gradient is also expected to damp

the wave and Alfv�enic instabilities are then only destabilized

if the effect of the spatial gradient is dominant. Also, as the

parameter profiles evolve during the thermal quench and

post-disruption, we may expect that continuum damping of

the mode27 can arise and to calculate this would require sim-

ulation of the detailed TAE structure. Such damping calcula-

tions are beyond the scope of this work.

In this paper, we have considered general forms of the

distributions of runaway particles, which have the potential

to excite low frequency Alfv�enic instabilities. With regard to

the observations of spontaneous magnetic fluctuations

appearing in fusion plasma disruptions, we find that a variety
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of mechanisms allow TAE modes to be driven unstable by

runaways. A steep spatial gradient of runaway electrons is

effective in low temperature plasmas, such as those typical

of post-disruption conditions in tokamaks, whilst runaway

ions form an inverted energy distribution and can give an

effective drive in impure plasmas at higher temperatures (�
100 eV). In both cases, the drive is most efficient for low

magnetic fields and can therefore account for the absence of

instability at higher magnetic fields. The magnetic perturba-

tion associated with the instability is expected to scatter the

runaway electrons and in certain cases may therefore stop

beam formation. Observation of the excited waves can also

be used for diagnostic purposes.
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